
EDUX 9922
Elevate Your Instructional Practice

Log of Hours
Speech and Language Specialist Sample

Detail how you have completed at least 50 hours (2 credits/units), 75 hours (3 credits/units),
100 hours (4 credits/units), 125 hours (5 credit/units) or 150 hours (6 credits/units) of activities
toward your goal(s).

Date: Enter a single date. Dates must not be combined or provided in ranges.

Category:   Label each entry: i.e. by goals or activity names or numbers or categorize the
kind of work you are logging -- i.e. Curriculum Development, Standards
Alignment,Technology --whatever set of labels you pre-establish for your Log to
connect your work to your Professional Learning Plan.

Activity: Describe each activity in support of your goal(s).

Hours: Record the amount of time spent working on each activity.  Round up to ¼ hr.
Hours that CANNOT be logged - any hours you are receiving compensation
or other credits for, and/or any activity that can be completed by a
non-professional volunteer and/or does not demonstrate graduate-level
work.

_______________________________________

If you listed either of the following activities on your Professional Learning Plan,
please assign them the category labels:

Classroom Organization Professional Reading

Aligning Classroom Environment to the Curriculum (max 10%) encompasses activities where you are
creating a learning environment to support the needs of your students.
Professional Reading/Media (max 25%) encompasses any reading, listening, or viewing of media
sources to better your practice and/or learn evidence based strategies. Evidence to demonstrate MUST
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include detailed synthesized notes of how you plan to implement your knowledge.  Annotated texts
alone are not sufficient evidence.

If you have any questions, please contact your coordinator.

I attest that this log is a true reflection of hours spent engaged in activities to reach my goal
for this class and that I was not compensated in any manner for any of these hours.

Name: ______/S/_________________ Date:__________________

Use this chart to total your hours upon completion.
Expand this chart as needed to include all your goals.

Categories Hours

Expressive Language 44.5

Articulation 65.5

Social Language Assessments and Pedagogy (professional

reading)

14

Social Language Assessments and Pedagogy creation of

related activities

7

Total Hours:           131 hours

Please expand the table as needed.

Date Category Activity (please cite specific examples) Hours

5/22/21 Expressive
Language

Grammatical Morpheme Explicit Lessons - Present progressive -ing
- Day 1 - explicit instruction, contrastive sentences, visual
sentence practice, narrative re-tell, auditory bombardment

2.5

5/22/21 Expressive
Language

Grammatical Morpheme Explicit Lessons - Present progressive -ing
- Day 2 - explicit instruction, contrastive sentences, visual
sentence practice, narrative re-tell, auditory bombardment

2

5/29/21 Expressive
Language

Grammatical Morpheme Explicit Lessons - Plural -s
- Day 1 - related book introduction, explicit instruction,
contrastive sentences, visual sentence practice (with/without visual
choices), narrative re-tell, auditory bombardment

2
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- Day 2 - focus on irregular -es - explicit instruction,
contrastive sentences, visual sentence practice , narrative re-tell,
auditory bombardment

2

5/30/21 Expressive
Language

Grammatical Morpheme Explicit Lessons - Plural -s
- Day 3 - focus on irregular plurals - related book
introduction, explicit instruction, contrastive sentences, multiple
choice sentence fill in, auditory bombardment
- Day 4 - focus on irregular plurals - explicit instruction,
contrastive sentences, multiple choice sentence fill in, auditory
bombardment

2

1.5

6/5/21
Expressive
Language

Grammatical Morpheme Explicit Lessons - Prepositions
- Day 1 - in/on - related book introduction, explicit
instruction, fill in the blank visual sentences
- Day 2 - in front/behind - explicit instruction, fill in the
blank visual sentences

2

2

6/6/21 Expressive
Language

Grammatical Morpheme Explicit Lessons - Prepositions
- Day 3 - under/over - explicit instruction, fill in the blank
visual sentences
- Day 4 - next to/between - explicit instruction, fill in the
blank visual sentences

3

2

6/8/21 Professional
Reading: Social
Language
Assessments

Inside Out: Chapters 1 & 2
- Reading, notation, summary
- re-creating worksheets

3
2

6/12/21 Expressive
Language

Grammatical Morpheme Explicit Lessons - Possessive -s
- Day 1 & 2 - explicit instruction, practice with visuals,
narrative re-tell, auditory bombardment

3.5

6/13/21 Expressive
Language

Grammatical Morpheme Explicit Lessons - Past tense -ed
- Day 1 - video explanation, explicit instruction, contrastive
sentences, fill in the blank visual sentences, auditory bombardment

2.5

6/14/21 Expressive
Language

Grammatical Morpheme Explicit Lessons - Past tense -ed
- Day 2 - explicit instruction, contrastive sentences, fill in the
blank visual sentences, auditory bombardment

3

6/21/21 Expressive
Language

Editing & finalizing documents (editing, adding additional visuals, adding
reinforcement activities) 3.5
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- Present progressive
- -ing
- Plural s
- Prepositions
- Possessive -s
- Regular past tense
- Created double elevator activity 2.5

6/22/21 Articulation Creating google slides classroom for articulation of phonemes
- Formating google slides classroom

- Visuals of all articulatory position for phonemes
- P, b, d, t, k, g, n, m, f, v, s, z, sh, ch, l, r, th

1.5

6/23/20
21

Articulation Google classroom slides → /r/
- Video library
- Creating visuals to represent contexts for sentences
- Slides explaining production / visuals
- Beginning creation of therapy targets (word lists per
phoneme across positions)

4

6/24/20
21

Articulation Google classroom slides → /r/
- Completed single word lists for /r/ and /r-clusters/ across
all contexts
- Initial /r/ phrase lists & sentence lists across all contexts
- Initial r-cluster phrase list & sentence lists
- Mixed /r/ paragraphs

3.5

6/26/21 Articulation Google classroom slides → /r/
- Completed r-cluster phrase and sentence lists across all
contexts
- Completed paragraph r-blend paragraphs
- Games/Activities across all contexts researched, edited
and embedded into google classroom
- Embedded all slides into main page

4

6/27/21 Articulation Google classroom slides → /l/
- Created classroom page with video & instructional pages
- Completed Initial /l/ word lists, phrase lists, sentence lists
and games
- Completed Medial /l/ word lists, phrase lists, sentence lists
and games
- Completed Final /l/ word lists, phrase lists, sentence lists
and games

3

6/28/21 Articulation Google classroom slides → /l/
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- Completed all l-blend (bl, pl, gl, kl, sl, fl) single word,
phrase and sentence lists
- Games/activities researched, edited and embedded for
auditory descrimintation & word initial position

4

6/29/21 Articulation Google classroom slides → /l/
- Created two medial l-blend games with visual supports:
Jeopardy & tic-tac-toe for all blends (bl, pl, gl, kl, sl, fl)
- Created two final l-blend games with visual supports:
Tic-tac-toe & Connection for all blends (bl, pl, gl, kl, sl, fl)
- Completed paragraphs for l-blends (bl, pl, gl, kl, sl, fl)

4

6/29/21 Articulation Google classroom slides → /l/
- Completed paragraphs for mixed l-sounds
- Edited/revised slides
- Embedded slides into larger document

4

7/1/21 Professional
Reading: Social
Language
Assessments

Inside Out: Chapters 3 & 4
- Reading, notation, summary
- re-creating worksheets

2.5
2.5

7/3/21 Professional
Reading: Social
Language
Assessments

Inside Out: Chapters 5
- Reading, notation, summary
- re-creating virtual worksheets
- Creation of figurative language mini-lessons activity
(suggested in book) → mini lessons for idioms, simile,
metaphor, sarcasm

3
1.5
2.5

7/5/21 Professional
Reading: Social
Language
Assessments

Inside Out: Chapters 6
- Reading, notation, summary
- re-creating/adapting virtual worksheets

2
2.5

7/6/21 Expressive
Language

Grammatical Morpheme Explicit Lessons - Irregular Past Tense
- Day 1 - explicit instruction, contrastive sentences, matching
activity visual sentence practice, auditory bombardment
- Day 2 - explicit instruction, contrastive sentences, matching
activity visual sentence practice, auditory bombardment

2.5

1.5

7/7/21 Expressive
Language

Grammatical Morpheme Explicit Lessons - Irregular Past Tense
- Day 3 - explicit instruction, contrastive sentences, matching
activity visual sentence practice, auditory bombardment
- Day 4 - explicit instruction, contrastive sentences, matching

2

2
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activity visual sentence practice, auditory bombardment

7/8/21 Expressive
Language

Grammatical Morpheme Explicit Lessons - Irregular Past Tense
- Day 5 - explicit instruction, contrastive sentences, matching
activity visual sentence practice, auditory bombardment
- Day 6 - explicit instruction, contrastive sentences, matching
activity visual sentence practice, auditory bombardment

2

2

7/10/21 Articulation Google classroom slides → /sh/
- Created classroom page with video & instructional pages
- Completed Initial /sh/ word lists, phrase lists, sentence lists
and games
- Completed Medial /sh/ word lists, phrase lists, sentence
lists and games
- Completed Final /sh/ word lists, phrase lists, sentence lists
and games
- Completed paragraphs for mixed sh-sounds
- Roll & re-tell story researched and added
- Embedded all into the larger google classroom

4.5

7/12/21 Articulation Google classroom slides → /ch/
- Created classroom page with video & instructional pages
- Completed Initial /ch/ word lists, phrase lists, sentence
lists and games
- Completed Medial /ch/ word lists, phrase lists, sentence
lists and games
- Completed Final /ch/ word lists, phrase lists, sentence lists
and games
- Completed paragraphs for mixed ch-sounds
- Created medial /ch/ tic tac toe digital games
- Roll & re-tell story researched and added
- Embedded all into the larger google classroom

4.5

7/14/21 Articulation Google classroom slides → /J/
- Created classroom page with video & instructional pages
- Completed Initial /J/ word lists, phrase lists, sentence lists
and games
- Completed Medial /J/ word lists, phrase lists, sentence lists
and games
- Completed Final /J/ word lists, phrase lists, sentence lists
and games
- Completed paragraphs for mixed j-sounds
- Embedded all into the larger google classroom

4

7/15/21 Articulation Google classroom slides → /Voiced and Voiceless th/ 3.5
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- Created classroom page with video & instructional pages
- Completed Initial /voiceless th/ word lists, phrase lists, and
sentence lists
- Completed Medial /voiceless th/ word lists, phrase lists,
and sentence lists
- Completed Final /voiceless th/ word lists, phrase lists, and
sentence lists

7/17/21 Articulation Google classroom slides → /Voiced and Voiceless th/
- Completed Initial /voiced th/ word lists, phrase lists, and
sentence lists
- Completed Medial /voiced th/ word lists, phrase lists, and
sentence lists
- Completed Final /voiced th/ word lists, phrase lists, and
sentence lists
- Completed paragraphs for mixed voiced and voiceless
th-sounds
- Games/Activities across all contexts researched, edited
and embedded into google classroom (including auditory
discrimination tasks)
- Embedded all into the larger google classroom

4.5

7/18/21 Professional
Reading: Social
Language
Assessments

Inside Out: Chapters 7 & 8
- Reading, notation, summary
- re-creating/adapting virtual worksheets

2
2.5

7/19/21 Professional
Reading: Social
Language
Assessments

Inside Out: Chapters 9 & 10
- Reading, notation, summary 3

7/20/21 Articulation Articulation Homework
- Homework/Reinforcement activities across all contexts
researched/evaluated and organized into google docs
- /r/: 6 homework pages
- /r-blends/: 1 homework page
- /l/: 3 homework pages
- /l-blends/: 1 homework page
- /th/: 2 homework pages
- /ch/: 3 homework pages
- /j/: 3 homework pages
- /sh/: 5 homework pages
- Homework pages across all phonemes: 11

2
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7/23/21 Articulation Articulation stories
- Wrote & edited 4 chapter articulation story for voiced and
voiceless /th/
- Embedded into larger google classroom
- Adapted Epic Book story into google classroom with
identification activity for articulation of /z/

1.0
.5

1.5

7/24 Articulation Articulation stories
- Adapted Epic Book story into google classroom with
identification activity for articulation of /s & s-blends/
- Adapted Epic Book story into google classroom with
identification activity for articulation of /l/
- Adapted Epic Book story into google classroom with
identification activity for articulation of /r/

2.5
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